
SMS6.3 (B) SMS6.3 (W)

Easy to control even at high volumes

Crank up the volume, and create 
the perfect atmosphere for your business

EAN/JAN

SMS6.3(B) 4573488680027

SMS6.3(W) 4573488680034

SRP 449 Euro per piece 

(excluding brackets)
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Creating an immersive sound

Groovy sound to support sales

Design concepts that match your business

Easy to use, both at high and low impedance

Enjoy music without getting tired of it

・The horizontally aligned dual tweeter structure with tweeters on

the back of the speaker diffuses the sound via the corners and  

walls of the commercial space.

・A natural blanket of sound even in monaural reproduction,

reduction of differences in volume, and creates an atmosphere of 

being surrounded by sound.

・Based on psychoacoustics, it

suppresses sound pressure in the   

most sensitive frequency ranges. 

Resulting in less stress for store 

employees who are exposed to 

music for a long time.

・Having a horizontally opposed dual

tweeter structure, enables the mid-

to-high range sound to be as clear 

as conversations with customers, 

even at high volumes.

General speaker

Transform to 

・Available in the popular black or white colour.

・Beautiful from all sides allowing freedom in installation.

・Available per piece, you can select an odd number according to 

the space size.

・Compatible with various commercially available ceiling mounts. 

It is also convenient for replacing speakers.

・Uses a multi-tap transformer that can switch the output.

(50W at 8Ω, 30/20/15/10 / 7.5W tap at 100V transmission)

SMS6.3 Main specifications

Unit size 16cm woofer, 5cm tweeter x 2

Input power 100W (program),  50W (pink noise)

Impedance 8Ω、70V/100V Compatible

Tap settings 100V Playback ： 30, 20, 15, 10, 7.5W

70V Playback ： 15, 10, 7.5, 5, 3.8W

SPL at 1W/1m 81dB / W / m

Frequency 40Hz - 20kHz (-10dB、semi-free space)

Input terminal Push type (70V/100V is IN/OUT)

Screw size for
brackets

M6 x 4（100mm pitch、60mm pitch)

Recommended 
brackets

MMK Company :  MSB-DS1 (optional)

(Ceiling)

Mounting 
flexibility

Vertical +18 ～ -45°（MSB-DS1 whilst in use）

Dimensions W360 x H225 x D265mm (w/o protrusions)

Weight (pcs) 5.7kg

Colour Black (SMS6.3B)、White (SMS6.3W)

JAN/EAN
Black  4573488680027
White 4573488680034

High-frequency 
diffusion of the SMS6.3

https://biz.ods.co.jp/page/intl
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Imported in the EU by;

・Realizing a groovy sound that creates an 

uplifting atmosphere and stimulates all 

senses. 

・The key to delivering flawless upbeat

music is to deliver energy at all the levels. 

・Newly developed OMF (Onkyo Micro

Fiber) speaker drivers used. 
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